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SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT – II (2014-2015)
ENGLISH COMMUNICATIVE
Class - X

Maximum Marks: 70

Instructions :
The question paper is divided into three sections.
Section A
:
Reading
Section B
:
Writing and Grammar
Section C
:
Literature

20 marks
25 marks
25 marks

SECTION A : READING
(20 Marks )
1

Read the following passage carefully :
Once, I went to my brother's home to enjoy a few days.
I had rheumatoid arthritis since the age of 12. I could only sit on flat surfaces. My bed, my
portable commode and my wheelchair, all had to be specially made. Each time I went on a
long trip, I had to take the whole entourage along. Since the stairs in my brother's house were
steep for the wheelchair, my sis-in-law took me to look at two other places where I could stay,
next to an apple orchard.
From a distance, the trees began to tease me with glistening spots of tempting red. As I
wheeled closer, I realized that they were laden with fruit. My brother had three children: two
boys, ten year old Hakon and seven year old Thomas, and a three year old daughter called
Meiya. As soon as the boys came back from school, I'd put my books and manuscripts away in
the drawer. Hakon would get my wheelchair ready and push me out on an exploration. Four
kids from the neighbourhood would tag along uninvited.
"There are plenty of apples in the orchard. It's such a pity nobody is picking them", I told the
children. The youngsters immediately understood me. They yelled and we were off.
The orchard stood quietly in the sunlight. Our gaze was fixed on the red apples. Without
losing a moment, the small thieves rushed at the fruits, but the bigger and riper ones were out
of reach. I promptly told the children to fetch a broken table and a piece of wire from the
rubbish dump. Then, I showed them how to fashion the wire into a hook.
Two of the taller kids stood on the table, one pulling and the second picking the fruits. The
others passed them down busily enjoying themselves.
The small thieves admired my ingenuity. In the midst of the commotion, the children's father
suddenly appeared out of nowhere and caught us unawares. The small thieves fled, leaving
me. "So, you have turned into a petty thief", my brother joked, "What if you are arrested ? I
asked innocently "Am I capable of such an act ?" My brother pushed me home laughing. I
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was not really after the apples. What I was trying to steal that quality called childhood.
Answer the given questions briefly :
(a)
What was the narrator suffering from ?
(b)
What did the narrator have to take alongwith her every time she went out of station ?
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
2

How many children did the narrator's brother have ?
Where did Hakon take the narrator to ?
Why did everybody run away leaving behind the narrator ?
Who took the narrator back to the house ?
Why did the narrator provoke the children to steal the apples ?
Why did the narrator have to stay near an apple orchard ?

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below :

Can’t Sleep ? Join the crowd. Millions of people have trouble getting enough restorative
shut-eye. With recent research linking lack of sleep to health problems ranging from
hypertension to weight gain, there’s more reason than ever to make over your sleep habits.
But how ?
You may have tried medication. You know to stay away from saboteurs like caffeine,nicotine
and alcohol. And you’ve probably heard it’s not wise to exercise too vigorously or eat too big a
meal a couple of hours before bedtime.

Let Go of Your Worries. Anxieties often seem magnified in the still of the night.
Dealing with them can help you sleep. Just writing down worries, deadlines or to–dos before
hitting the pillow can make them feel more manageable.

Do whatever helps you relax. Try simple yoga exercises, like the forward bend.
Standing with your legs hip-width apart, bend at your waist, letting your arms and head
dangle while releasing the tension in your neck and shoulders. Or while lying on your back, do
progressive muscle relaxation, tensing and then releasing body parts, beginning with your feet
and progressing towards your forehead.

Cut the Light at Night. Avoid bright light, which signals the brain to be alert, within
two to three hours of bedtime or if you wake up during the night. Michael Breus, suggests
aiming for no more than 45 to 60 watts of light in the room when winding down before
bedtime, and no more than 30 to 40 watts of indirect light when you’re trying to sleep. Use
low wattage or shielded night-lights in hallways and bathrooms. Make sure your bed is out of
the way of direct sunlight, moonlight or streetlights.
Help cement the sleep-wake cycle by exposing yourself to bright light within an hour of
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waking up for the day, either by taking a 30-minute walk outside or by lingering in a part of
the house that gets a lot of sunlight.

Answer the following questions : (2x4)
1.

What are the various causes of lack of sleep ?

2.

How is writing helpful in reducing worries ?

3.

Suggest some remedies for a good sleep.

4.

Give some examples of yoga exercises.

Answer
(1x4)
5.

6.

7.

8.
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the

following

questions

The noun form of 'exposing' is :
(a)

expose

(b)

exposit

(c)

exposure

(d)

export

The noun form of 'progressive' is :
(a)

progress

(b)

progressive

(c)

program

(d)

progressing

The meaning of 'dangle' is :
(a)

hang

(b)

swing

(c)

hang so as to swing freely

(d)

offer

The meaning of 'sabotour' is :
(a)

destroy

(b)

damaging

by choosing the

most

appropriate

option.

(c)

harmful

(d)

hurting

SECTION B : WRITING AND GRAMMAR
(25 Marks)
3

You are Aman/Anita living at B-35, Pitam Pura, Delhi. Recently new tenants have moved in
your locality. They make a lot of noise and indulge in fights. All this has made the locality
unsafe for one and all. Write a letter to the Editor of a daily newspaper drawing the attention
of the police towards this problem within 100-120 words.

5

4

Using the hints given below develop a story in about 150-200 words :While walking down the
back lanes of the local park I heard a very soft tinkling sound which gradually seemed to be
very close. I felt a hypnotising attraction towards it and moved towards the sound,
but................

10

5

Read the following passage. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate options
from the ones given below. Write the answers in your answer sheet against the correct
blank numbers. Do not copy the whole passage.

3

A person with a positive attitude (a) __________ that every cloud has a silver lining. He
knows that (b) __________ suffering or problem has some hidden lesson in it. He feels that
suffering is a blessing in disguise. His positive attitude makes (c) __________ life successful.

6

(a)

(i)
(iii)

know
knowing

(ii)
(iv)

knows
knew

(b)

(i)
(iii)

any
every

(ii)
(iv)

all
no

(c)

(i)
(iii)

their
her

(ii)
(iv)

there
his

The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each line against which a
blank has been given. Write the error and correction in your answer sheet against the
correct blank number. Remember to underline the word that you have supplied.
Error
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4

7

World over Researchers has finally developed

(a)

_____

_____

a strain for a flightless mosquito

(b)

_____

_____

that they firmly belief will check

(c)

_____

_____

on spread of dengue and save lines.

(d)

_____

_____

Rearrange them to form meaningful sentences as given in the example
Example :

3

symbol/of/Tajmahal/is/a/love/the
The Tajmahal is a symbol of love.

(a)

was/by/Shahajahan/built/it/emperor/Mughal

(b)

was/in/memory/made/it/his/wife/of/the

(c)

loved/Mumtaz/very/much/ Shahajahan

SECTION C : LITERATURE
(25 Marks)
Read one of the extracts given below and answer the questions that follow:8

How glad I was he had come like a guest in quiet, to drink at my water-trough And depart peaceful,
pacified, and thankless.Into the burning bowels of this earth ?
(a)

Who is the guest in the above lines ?

(b)

Why was the poet glad ?

(c)

What does ‘pacified’ mean ?

3

OR
‘There’s no time to explain,’ he shouted ‘Just follow me.’
I did what I was told. We raced down a corridor and through a door. We ran past some men and out
through another door.
(a)
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Who are’we’ and why are they running ?

3

(b)

What had to be ‘explained’ ?

(c)

What does ‘raced’ mean ?

Answer the following questions in about 30-40 words each.
9(i)

Is Cassius a true friend to Brutus ? Why / Why not ?

2

9(ii)

Why did John say ironically that his wife was never so pretty as when she was doing
something she knew he disapproved of ?

2

9(iii)

What is the theme of the poem, 'The Rime of the Ancient Mariner' ?

2

9(iv)

What made Patol Babu remember Mr Pakrashi ?

2

Answer one of the following questions in about 80-100 words:
10

‘Virtually True’ is an excellent example of team work. Write a short paragraph on the
importance of ‘Team Work’.

4

OR
Willpower and determination are key to success. If Michael had not possessed these virtues,
he would not have succeeded in saving Sebastian. Comment.

4

Answer one of the following questions in about 150-200 words:
11

What did the grown-ups eagerly listen to at nine o' clock on a particular sunday evening ?
How did they react when it was over? What did Anne depict in her writings about the lives of
the people and society during the war ?

OR
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How did Anne justify being boisterous and reckless most of the time ?

10

OR
What were the difficulties that Helen faced at the beginning of the second year ?

10

OR
Helen’s firm determination and hard work enabled her to achieve what she wanted.
Elaborate.
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